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In this paper we introduce a special kind of lattices, which will be 
called join-representable lattices. There exists a bi-unique correspondence 
between the join-representable lattices and the partially ordered systems. 
Our aim is to characterize direct unions, complete homomorphic images 
and subalgebras of join-representable lattices (exact descriptions of the 
meaning of these terms are given in the sequel) by means of the partially 
ordered systems corresponding to them. In the last section we make 
some remarks about the significance of this correspondence for the 
semantics of intuitionistic propositional logic. 
The formulation and the method of proof of the theorems on subalgebras 
in the general case (theorem 4.6, 4. 7) are due to the first author. 
1. 
We use capitals to denote partially ordered systems. If no confusion 
is likely to arise, we often denote a partially ordered system < P, < > 
simply by P. 
Join and meet of two elements in lattices are denoted by small symbols 
u, n; join and meet of arbitrary sets are denoted by bigger symbols 
u, n. We write the meet of a set {Fi}iEJ={Fi: i EI} as n{Fi}iEJ or 
n{Fi: i E I}; likewise for the join. 
C denotes inclusion, the symbol C is reserved for proper inclusion. 
1.1. Definition. An element pEP= <P, < > is called maximal 
if (q)(q E P & q>p---+ q=p). A minimal element is defined analogously. 
p, q E P are called incomparable, if -. p < q & -. q <P; if p < q v q <P 
they are called comparable. A chain is an ordered subset of P. 
1.2. Definition. A mapping cp of <P, < > onto <P', <'> 1s 
called isotone ([3], p. 3), if p, q E P & p ,;;;q---+ cpp <' cpq. 
cp is called strongly isotone, if cp is isotone, and 
cpp<' cpq---+ (Er) (r,;;;q & cpp=cpr). 
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cp is called an isomorphism, if cp is one-to-one, and if q;, q;-1 are both isotone. 
An isomorphism is denoted by ~-
1.3. Definition. If a partially ordered system < V, < > is a 
complete lattice, then x E V is called completely join-irreducible, if 
x> U{y: y<x} ([6], def. 5). 
The set of all completely join-irreducible elements will be denoted 
by vo. 
1.4. Definition. A lattice V is called join-representable, if V is 
complete, completely distributive, and every x E V can be written as 
X= U{y: y.;;;;x & y E vo}. 
1.5. Definition. ([3], p. 14) A subset F ~ P= <P~ < > is called 
M -closed (with respect to <) if 
pEF&q<;p-+qEF. 
The set of all M -closed subsets of a partially ordered system P will be 
denoted by P. 
1.6 Remark. If we take set-intersection and -union as lattice-meet 
and -join respectively, then p constitutes a join-representable lattice, 
partially ordered by C. 
(P)O is isomorphic to P by a mapping x: 
PEP-+ xp={p': p' <p}. 
1.7. Definition. If P= <P, < >, Q ~ P, we define 
F Q = {p: (Ep')(p <P' & p' E Q) }, 
and we put F{pl' ... ,p11}=Fpl' ... ,p11• 
1.8. Theorem. Every join-representable lattice V is isomorphic 
to (V0 ). 
A proof of this theorem is contained in the proof of theorem 2 in [6]. 
It is also contained in theorem 15 of [4] as a special case. 
In every join-representable lattice V an operation * can be defined by: 
p,qEV; P*q=U{x:xnp.;;;;q}. 
We write p* for p * 0, if 0 is the zero-element of V. < V, n, u, *' 0> 
is therefore a pseudo-Boolean algebra ([7] I, § 12) or equivalently a 
pseudo-complemented lattice with a zero-element ([3], p. 147) A join-
representable lattice is considered as a system < V, n, U, *' 0>, 
with n and u operating on arbitrary subsets. 
1.9. Remark. In a lattice P, the definition of* can be formulated 
as (F1, F2 E P): 
p E Fl * F2 ~ (p')(p' <P -+ (p' ¢ Fl v p' E F2)). 
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2. 
The direct union of lattices is defined as usual ([3], page viii); we 
denote the direct union of a set of lattices {Vi}iEI by L vi. 
iEl 
2.1. Theorem. If {<Pi, <i>} is a set of disjoint partially ordered 
systems, and if we define P by P= U Pi, and < on P by 
iEl 
x.;;;;y ~ (Ei) (i E I & x, y E Pi & x.;;;;i y), 
then P~ L Pi. 
iEl 
Proof. The truth of the assertion follows from: 
1 °) L Pi consists of all sets of the form {Fi}ier, FiE Pi. 
iEI 
2°) {Fi}iEI E L Pi is completely join-irreducible iff 
iEl 
(Ej) (Ep) ((i) (j=Fi--+ Fi=cp) & (Fi={q: q.;;;;,p} &p EPJ)). 
2.2. Remark. It follows that the direct union of a set of join-
representable lattices is again a join-representable lattice. 
3. 
3.1. Definition. A complete homomorphism ([6] def. 2) of a 
complete pseudo-Boolean algebra F= < V, nr, Ur, *r' Or> onto a 
complete pseudo-Boolean algebra Ll = < W, nLI, ULI, *LI' OLI > is a mapping 
cp from V onto W such that 
cp( nr{Xi}iEI) = nAcpxi}iEI 
cp( Ur{xi}ier) = ULI{q;xi}iEI 
cp(x *r y) = cpx *LI cpy 
q;Or=OLI. 
Ll is called a complete homomorphic image of F. ([6], def. 2). 
3.2. Definition. IfF=< v, nr, Ur, *r' Or> is a pseudo-Boolean 
algebra, and a E V, then the system Fa=< W, n, u, *' 0>, with 
w = {x: x.;;;;a} ~ V, n, u the restrictions of nr, Ur to W, O=Or, 
x*y=a n (x*rY), then Fa is called the relativized subalgebra (with 
respect to a) of F. 
3.3. Remark. A relativized subalgebra Fa is a complete homo-
morphic image of F, by the complete homomorphism cp: cpx = x n a. 
This follows from: 
an Ur{xi}ier= Ur{a n xi}iEI· ([7], IV, 7.1 (a)) 
3.4. Theorem. If cp is a complete homomorphism of 
F= < V, nr, Ur, *r' Or> 
onto Ll = < w, nLI, u.d, *LI' OLI > (F, Ll complete pseudo-Boolean algebras) 
then Ll is isomorphic with a relativized subalgebra Fa of F. 
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Proof. We define Ker rp={x: x E V & rpx=ILI}· (ILl is the all-element 
of Ll). Ker <p determines rpF to within isomorphism, since 
<pX=<py ~<px *LI rpy= ILl & <py *LI <pX= ILl ~<p(x *r y) =ILl & <p(y *r x) =ILl~ 
~ x *r y E Ker <p & y *r x E Ker <p. 
<p nr{x: X E Ker rp}= nLI{rpx: X E Ker <p}= ILl. 
We obtain, if we put a= nr{x: X E Ker <p}, Ker rp= {y: y;;;;,a}. (Because 
rpy;;><pa= Ir implies <py= Ir)· 
Therefore, if <pa = x n a, we see that Ker <pa = Ker <p. Hence Ll is iso-
morphic with Fa. 
We explicitly state our theorem for the case of join -representable lattices. 
3.5. Theorem. If V is a complete homomorphic image of a join-
representable lattice P, then V is also a join-representable lattice; V is 




4.1. Definition. A subalgebra of a join-representable lattice Vis a 
subset of V which is closed with respect to join and meet (finite and 
infinite), pseudo-complementation, and which contains the zero-element 
of V. 
A subalgebra V' of V is called maximal, if for any subalgebra V": 
V' C: V" C V ~ V' = V". 
4.2. Definition. If P= <P, .;;;;: > is a partially ordered system, we 
define for every p E P: 
Sp = {q: q<p & (r)(q<;r<p ~ r=q)} 
Pp = {q: p E Sq} 
SpO= {q: q<p} 
PpO={q: q;;;;,p}. 
4.3. Definition. If <p is a mapping of a set P onto a set Q, we 
define: Pp={q: (Er)(r=l=q & <pq=rpr)}. 
4.4 Definition. Let P= <P, .;;;;: > be a partially ordered system. 
If p, q E P, SpO=Sqo u {q}(SpO=Sqo, p=l=q), we say that P admits an 
£%:-reduction (a ,8-reduction); if <p is a mapping of P onto Q = < Q, .;;;;: '>, 
such that P 9' = {p, q}, and the following assertion is valid: 
rpx.;;;' rpy ~ (Ez)(z.;;;y & <pX=rpz) 
then <p is called an £%:-reduction (a ,8-reduction). If a set {Ft}iEI, FiE J5, 
satisfies (i)(i E I~ (p E Fi ~ q E Fi)), we say that {Fi}iEI admits a 
common £%:-reduction (,8-reduction) (with respect to p, q). 
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It is possible to characterize the subalgebras of join-representable 
lattices by means of their connection with partially ordered systems. 
In full generality this is done in theorem 4.6, 4.7. The finite case however, 
admits a much shorter proof by another method, which will be given first. 
4.5. Theorem. P= <P, > >, P finite. A subalgebra Q of the 
join-representable lattice P is maximal iff Q can be obtained from P by 
an IX- or a P-reduction. 
Proof. a) We prove in the first place: a subalgebra of P which 
admits no lX- or p-reduction is equal to P. 
We call a set {PI. ... ,pn},pi EP, for l<:;i<:;n a cross-section of P if 
the Pi are mutually incomparable. Let Q be a subalgebra of P which 
admits no common lX- or P-reduction of its elements. 
We can prove: "If {Pb ... , Pn} is a cross-section, then F p 1, ... , Pn E Q" 
by showing inductively: 
I) 
II) 
cp E Q. This follows from : G E Q -+ G n G* = cp E Q. 
(q)(q<p-+ Fq E Q)-+ Fp E Q. 
If we have proved Fp1 , ... ,FPn E Q, then also: 
F pl' ... 'Pn = F pl V • • • V F Pn E Q • 
Proof of II. Let p E P, and suppose already proved for every 
q<p: Fq E Q. So for every cross-sections with F, C Fp we have F, E Q. 
We define: 
F = n {F': F' E iJ & p E F'}. 
Our aim is to show that F=Fp·Fp C F is trivial. Let q E F,---. q<;;p. 
Then there are two possibilities. 
First case. There exists an r EPp, r<;;q,Br={p}. This would imply 
(F')(F' E Q-+ (p E F' -& r E F')), hence Q would admit a common 
£X-reduction with respect to p, r. This contradicts our initial assumptions. 
Second case. If the first case does not hold, there exists an r E F, r 
incomparable with p, since either ---. q>p (and in this case we may take 
r=q) or q>p; but in this last case there is for every t EPp, t<;;q an rESt, 
which is incomparable with p · (r<p is impossible, since this would imply 
r f/=St.) 
If there is such an r, there is also an 8 with the same properties such 
that Bs C Fp. This is proved in the following manner. Suppose there is 
no such 8. r = q1 is incomparable with p. There is a q2 E Sq1, q2 E F- F p, q2 
incomparable with p. There is a q3 E Sq2 , q3 E F- F p, q3 incomparable 
with p, etc. Proceeding in this way, we obtain an infinite sequence 
q1>q2>q3 ... and this contradicts the finiteness of P; therefore an 8, 
incomparable with p, such that 88 C F p must exist. 
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S 8 =Sp would imply the possibility of a ,8-reduction, against our supposi-
tions. Therefore 8 8 =1= Sp. 
First subcase. Sp C 88 • 
q' E 8 8 - Sp _,.. q' E F P· It follows that for a certain p' E Sp, q' <,p'. 
q' ¢ Sp _,.. q' <p'. 
Because of Sp C 8 3 , we have p' <8, hence q' <p' <8, and this contradicts 
q' E 8 8 • As a last possibility there remains: 
Second subcase. ---, Sp C Ss. 
Let p' ESp-88 • We define M-closed sets F1, F 2 by: 
t E Fl--& (Et') (t' ESp & t,;;:;;t' & t' =F p') 
t E F2--& (Et') (t' ESp & t,;;:;;t'); so F2=Fsp· 
--, t < p' & t E F Sp _,.. t E F2 * F1. 8 E F2 * F1, since 8 ¢ F2. p, p' ¢ F2 * F1, 
because p' E F2- F1. 
If we define Fa= (F2 * F1) * F1, it follows that p E Fa, (for if p" <p, 
then p" E F1 v p" < p'; in this last case p" ¢ F2 * F1) and 8 ¢ Fa (for 
8 E F2 * F1- F1). 
We have obtained a contradiction, because Q is closed with respect 
to *• and F1, F2 E Q, hence Fa E Q; Fa(') F=F, therefore 8¢ F, and 
this contradicts our conclusion, derived from our initial assumptions, that 
8 E F. So we have proved F=Fp. 
A maximal subalgebra must admit therefore at least one IX- or ,8-
reduction; on the other side it cannot admit more than one reduction, 
for otherwise contradiction with the maximality would arise. 
b) In the second place we prove that the system Q of all elements of 
P which admit one common IX- or ,8-reduction with respect to a certain 
pair p, q E P constitute a maximal subalgebra of P. 
Q={F: F EP & (p E F -&q E F)}. 
If we take an arbitrary G EP-Q, we must show that Q U {G} generates 
P by means of n, u, *• *. 
Suppose p ¢G, q EG. There exists an FE Q with p E F, t E F -&t EG 
for p =1= t. Hence t ¢ (F *G) --& t;;;. p. Let G' be an arbitrary element of P 
such that p ¢ G', q E G'. We define F' E Q by: p E F', t E F'--& t E G' for 
t =1= p. Then G' = (F *G) n F'. 
If the reduction is a ,8-reduction we have also to show that every 
Gm EP with pEG'", q ¢Gm can be obtained. We define F" by: p, q ¢ F", 
t E F"--& t EG fort =F p, q. Gm is supposed to be an arbitrary function with 
pEG'", q ¢ G"'. Now Fm is defined by: p, q E F"'; t E F"' ** t E G"' for 
t =I= p, q. 
Then G"' = (G * F"') (') F"', and our theorem has been proved. 
We proceed with the general case, split up into two theorems. 
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4.6. Theorem. The lattice Q is isomorphic with a subalgebra of 
the lattice P iff there exists a strongly isotone mapping from P onto Q. 
Proof. Let p be a strongly isotone mapping from P= <P, < > 
onto Q = Q, < 1 >. We introduce a subset R C P. 
R={S: s E p & (p)(q) (pES & pp=pq--+ q ES)}. 
We want to prove R to be isomorphic to Q. 
a) FE Q--+ p-lF E R, since 1 °) p E p-1 F & q<p implies 
pq<; 1 pp & pp E F, so pq E F, and hence q E p-1 F, and 
2°) pEp-lF&pp=pq-+qEp-lF. 
b) F1 C F2--+ p-1 F1 C p-1 F2. 
c) G E R --+ pG E Q is proved as follows. 
If pp E pG & p E G & pq < 1 pp, then there exists an r such that 
pr=pq & r<;p; hence rEG and q E G, so pq E pG. 
d) G1 C G2 --+ pG1 C pG2. 
e) p-1pF = F, for every FER, is proved by the following reasoning. 
F C p-lpF is immediate. Let r E p-lpF. pr E pF E Q. There is a q such 
that pr=pq & q E F. FER, hence rEF. So p-lpF C F. 
There remains to be proved that R is a subalgebra of P. The following 
properties are immediately clear: 
So we have only to show: F1, F 2 E R--+ F 1 * F 2 E R. We already know 
F1 * F2 to be M-closed. Let p E F 1 * F 2 & pp=pp. 
(pl)(p 1 <P---+ PI ¢ F1 v P 1 E F2). 




pp' =pq' & p' <;p. 
{ q' E F1 & pp' =pq'--+ p' E F1. Hence p' ¢ F1--+ q' ¢ F1 
p' E F2 & pp' =pq'--+ q' E F2. 
p E F1 * F2 +->- (p') (p 1 <P --+ p' f/= F1 v p' E F2) 
q'<q implies the existence of a p'<p with pp'=pq' (by (1)). By (3), 
p' ¢ F1 v p' E F2; by (2): q' ¢ F1 v q' EF2. Hence (q')(q' < q'--+ ¢F1 v q' E F2), 
therefore q E F 1 * F 2• R is therefore a subalgebra. 
Now we suppose Q to be isomorphic with a subalgebra of P. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that Q is identical with this subalgebra. 
\:Ve construct a function ip from P onto Q as follows: 
In virtue of this definition we have: 
(4) 
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This is demonstrated by the following argument. 
(5) 
(6) 
(i)(i E I-+ Fi C_ G) B- u {Fi}iEI C_ G 
(i)(i E I-+ Fi C_ Gi)-+ u {Fi}iEI C_ u {Gi}iEI 
From (5), (6) we conclude that: 
u {Fi}iEI C_ cji( U{Fi}iEI)-+ (i)(i E I-+ Fi C_ cp(U{Fi}iEI)) 
-+ (i)(i E I-+ cp(Fi) C_ cp ( U{Ft}iEI)) 
(7) -+ U{cpFi}iEI C_ cp(U{Fi}iEI) 
(i)(i E I-+ Fi C_ cp Fi)-+ U{Fi}iEI C_ U{cpFi}iEI 
(8) -+ cji( U{Fi}iEI) C_ U{cpFi}iEI· 
From (7) and (8) we see that ( 4) holds. 
We want to show that 
(9) F EPo-+cpF EQO. 
Suppose F E Po, cpF ¢ QO. cpF = U{Y: Y C_ cpF & Y E QO}. F C_ cpF, hence 
F=U{YnF: YC_cpF & YEQ0}. Y 1C_cpF & Y1 EQo-+ Y1CcpF, since 
cpF ¢ (Jo. Y1 C cpF-+--, (F C_ Y1), since Y1 :2 F would imply cpF C_ Y1. 
Therefore Y1 C_ cpF & Y1 E Q0 -+ Y1 n F C F. 
We conclude that 
(10) F = U{Y n F: Y n F C F & Y E (Jo}. 
By substituting the right side of 
Y n F = U{Z: Z C Y n F & Z E Po} 
in (10) we obtain 
(ll) 
A contradiction is obtained, since we supposed FE Po. Thus we have 
proved (9). 
cp is isotone, since F 1 C_ F 2 -+ ipF1 C_ ipF2 is an immediate consequence 
of the definition of cp. 
We remark that 
(12) (F)(F E p -+ cpipF = cpF). 
Next we prove that ip is strongly isotone on Po. 
Suppose ipF1 C_ cpF2, F1, F 2 E Po. 
(13) 
{14) 
cpF1 n F2 C F2. 
cp(cpFl n F2) C cpipF1 = cpF1. 
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We conclude to 
(15) 
(16) 
Fz C cpF1 * cp(cp.F\ n F2). 
cpF1 * cp(ipF1 n Fz) E Q, 
because cpF1, cp(cpF1 n Fz) E Q. 
(15), (16) give together: 
(17) 
Suppose -----, cpF1 C cp(cpF1 n Fz). 
Then there should be a p E cpF1; p rf- cp(cpF1 n F 2), hence 
p rf- cpF1 * ip(f{!F1 n Fz). But (17) implies cpF1 C cpF1 * cp(cpF1 n Fz), and 
thus we have obtained a contradiction; therefore 
(18) 
Combining (14) and (18) we obtain 
(19) f{!FI=f{!(f{!Fl n F2). 
cpF1 n Fz= U{G: G C cpF1 n Fz & G E P0), 
cp(f{!F1 n Fz) = U{cpG: G C cpF1 n Fz & G E P0}. 
G E po--+ cpG E (Jo; G C cpF1 n Fz--+ cpG C cp(f{!F1 n Fz). 
cp(cpF1 n Fz) E Q0, so there must be a G1, G1 C cpF1 n Fz, G1 E P0 with 
ipGI=f{!(ipFI n Fz)=f{!FI (by (19)), G1 C Fz by (13), and thus we have 
proved ip to be strongly isotone on po_ 
Suppose po, Q0 to be mapped isomorphically onto P, Q by Xb xz. If we 
define: p E P--+ ({JP = x2cpxclp, then ({! is the sought-for strongly isotone 
mapping from P onto Q. 
4.7. Theorem. If Q is isomorphic to a subalgebra T of P, then 
T is maximal with respect to P iff the corresponding strongly isotone 
mapping of P onto Q is either an IX- or a P-reduction. 
Proof. Let ({! be a strongly isotone mapping of P= <P, < > onto 
Q= <Q, <'>. 
(a) We begin with showing that if Pep contains only two elements, 
then ({! is either an IX- or a P-reduction. It is a matter of trivial verification 
to show that an IX- or a P-reduction is strongly isotone. 
Let Pep={pl,P2},((!PI=((!pz. Ifp1,P2 are incomparable, andp<p1, we 
see that p =F pz, ({JP <' ((!p1, (since otherwise p E pep). ({! is strongly isotone, 
so there must be a q such that ((!p=((!q & q<p2; p=q, since Pep contains 
only two elements. Therefore s~. =S~,, hence ({! is a P-reduction. 
Next we suppose PI <pz. If p <pz, we have either ({JP = ({!Pz or ((!p <' ((!pz. 
In the first case p = p 1; in the second case we conclude to the existence 
of a q such that ((!p=((!q, q<PI· Pep contains only two elements, hence if 
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q=pi, q;q=cpp1=qJp2, and we have obtained a contradiction; if q<pi, 
then p=q. ThereforeSp,={p!}, S~,=S~. u {PI}; hence q; is an <X-reduction. 
(b) P'P contains three different elements; P'P= {pi, p2, pa}, ([JPI =q;p2 = q;pa. 
Suppose two elements of P'P, say PI> P2 are incomparable. If p<pb then 
cpp <' ([JPI or q;p = CfPI· 
cpp=q;pi--+ p=pa, hence pa<p1; from cppa=cpp2 it follows that for a 
certain q q;q=cppa & q<p2, so q=pa,pa<p2, hence p<p2. 
If q;p <' q;p1 there must exist a q such that cpp = cpq, q <P2· p, q =I= PI, p2,pa, 
hence p=q. 
Therefore p<p1--+ p<p2; likewise we prove p<p2 --+ p<PI· Thus we 
obtain in this case S~, =S~,· 
If P2<PI, then P2<P<PI implies: p=pa. Therefore P2<pi, 
-, (Ep)(p2<P <PI); P <PI--+ q;p < 'q;PI· 
There exists a q, q < p2, q;q = q;p; if q;p = q;p1, then q = P2 v q = pa; if 
q;p<' q;pi, then q=p. Hence S~. =S~, u {p2} or S~!= S~. uS~, u {p2, pa}. 
So there are only four possibilities. 
(I) All elements of P'P are pairwise comparable, e.g. S~, =S~. u {p2}, 
s~. =S~. u {p!}. 
(II) Two elements of P'P, say PI> p 2 are incomparable, and 
S~, =S~. =S~. u {pa}. 
(III) Two elements of P'P, say PI, pz are incomparable, 
s~. =S~. us~. u {pi, P2}· 
(IV) All elements of P 'P are mutually incomparable, 
s~. = s~. = s~ .. 
In case I q; can be obtained by the successive application of two <X-
reductions; in case II and III q; can be decomposed in an <X- and a (3-
reduction.; in case IV q; can be decomposed into two (3-reductions. 
(c) P'P contains at least four different elements. We shall prove that 
there are always four different elements PI, p 2, p 3, P4 E P 'P such that 
([JPI = q;p2, q;pa = q;p4, pa, P4 if= P~. U P~.· 
First case. q;P'P contains only one element. There are four elements 
in Pq;, e.g. SI, s2, sa, s4; if they are all comparable (suppose SI>Sz>sa>s4) 
we take Pi =Si, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. If the set {sb s2 , sa, s4} contains at least two 
chains, we may take two maximal elements for PI, P2· 
Second case. q;P'P contains at least two elements; suppose 
([JSI = q;sz, q;sa = q;s4, ([JSI =I= q;sa. 
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Either -, ({!81 < 1 rp8a or -, rp8a < 1 rp81. Suppose -, rp81 < 1 rp8a; then 
--, (83;:>81 V 83;:>82) & -, (84:;>81 V 84;:>82). 
We may take Pt=8t, i=l,2,3,4. Likewise if -,rp8a< 1 ({!81. 
(d) Without losing generality we may suppose P n Q=~. We construct 
an order-relation <"on R =S u rp(P -S), with S =P~, uP~,, (S n rp(P -S) 
= ~) by defining: 
x<:;"y-B-x<:;yvx<:; 1 yv(xErp(P-S) &yES & 
(Ez)(z ¢ S & rpz=x & z<:;y)). 
We must prove <" to be partial ordering. Reflexivity is immediate; 
x < " y & y < II x --+ y = x is also clear. Only the transitivity remains to 
be proved. 
Let x < 11 y, y < 11 z; there are three possible cases. 
(I) x, y, z E S or x, y, z E rp(P -S); a trivial case. 
(II) x,yES &zErp(P-S);xES &y,zErp(P-S);x,zErp(P-S) & 
y E S; x, z E S & y E rp(P- S) are all impossible. 
(III) x, y E rp(P -S), z E S. Since y <" z there must exist a w, 
w ¢S, rpw=y, w<:;z. A v can be found such that rpv=x, and rpV<:; 1 rpw, 
therefore au can be found such that rpu=rpv, u<:;w. Hence u<:;z, rpu=x, 
u ¢S (since u<:;w & w ¢S), so x<:; 11 z. 
(IV) x E rp(P-S), y, z E S. x<:; II y implies: for a certain w, w ¢ S, rpw=x, 
w<:;y.y<:;z, hence w<:;z. Thus x<:; 11 z. 
(e) We define a mapping 'If of P onto R as follows. 
pES -0- 'I{Jp=p; p ¢ s -0- 'lfJP=rpp. 
\Ve want to prove that 'If is isotone, strongly isotone, and that 
'lfJP< 11 'I{Jq--+ 'PP< 1 rpq, P"' C Prp.P"' =1= ~· 
First we prove 'If to be isotone. Let p <:;q. There are three possibilities. 
(I) p,qES--+'IfJp=p<:; 11 q='I{Jq. 
(II) p, q ¢S--+ 'I{Jp=rpp<:; 1rpq='I{Jq; so 'lfJP< II 'I{Jq. 
(III) p ¢ S, q E S --+ '1/!P = rpp < 11 q = 'I{Jq according to the definition of < 11 • 
Next we prove '!/! to be strongly isotone. Let '1/!P <II 'I{Jq. There are three 
cases. 
(I) p, q ES--+ p='f/JP< 11 'I{Jq=q; hence p<:;q. 
(II) p, q ¢S--+ rpp='f/JP< 11 'I{Jq=rpq; hence rpp<:; 1 rpq~ rp is strongly 
isotone, therefore there exists an r such that rpp=rpr & r<:;q; r ¢S, hence 
'1/!r = rpr='lfJP· 
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(III) p ¢: S, q E S. "PP =qyp E qy(P-S); 1pq=q E S. An r ¢:Scan be found 
such that r<,1pq=q.qyr=qyp=1pp; r ¢:S ~ 1pr=qyr, therefore 1pr=1pp&r<,q. 
In the third place we prove 
If p, q E S or p, q ¢: S this is trivial. Suppose p ¢: S, q E S. There exists an 
r ¢:S such that 1pr=qyr=1pp=qyp, r<,1pq=q; then we obtain qyp=1pp= 
= qyr <' qyq. P"' C P 'P follows from ( *) and the fact that p1, p2 ¢: P "'' 
pa, p 4 E P"', hence P"' i= rf>. We have strongly isotone functions qy, 1p from 
P onto Q and P onto R respectively. It is possible to define a strongly 
isotone function 1p" from R onto Q by requiring 1p'(1pp) =qyp. This definition 
is unambiguous, for if 1pp=1pq, we have "PP<"W &1pq<,"1pp; by(*) 
it follows that qyp<' qyq & qyq<,' qyp; thus we obtain qyp=qyq. 
1p' is isotone, as follows immediately from (*)· 1p' is strongly isotone, 
for if we put 1p' "PP <' 1p' 1pq, we have qyp <' qyq; an r can be found such that 
qyr=qyp, r<,q, and we obtain: 1pr<,1pq, 1p'1pr=1p'1pp. Jl is isomorphic to a 
subalgebra '1\ of P, such that J5 =:l 7\ =:l T; hence T cannot be maximal. 
'\Ve draw the conclusion: ifT is maximal, P'P contains only two elements, 
and qy is an !X- or a /)-reduction. 
5. 
In this section we restrict ourselves to finite partially ordered sets. 
Let P= <P, < > be a finite partially ordered system, and let w be an 
operator, defined on P, which associates with every FE J5 a mapping 
(denoted by wF) from P into {0,2}, which satisfies 
wF(p)=2 & q<,p ~ wF(q)=2. 
These functions are called !-functions. We define n, u, *' *for !-functions 
on P by: w(F1 * F2)=wF1 * wF2; w(F1 n F2)=wF1 n wF2; 
w(F1 u F2)=wF1 u wF2; wF1*=(wF1)*. 
An !-valuation is a mapping f from all formulas of intuitionistic 
propositional logic (IPC) into the set of !-functions of a certain finite 
partially ordered set, such that 
f(Fl ~ F2)=/F1 * fF2, f(Fl & F2)=/F1 n /F2, f(Fl v F2)= 
=/F1 U /F2, f(---, F1)=(/F1)* (F1, Fdormulas). 
!-functions are closely related to the "Wertfunktionen" in [2], only 
condition 83 is omitted; for IPC this is not essential. [2] only treats 
implication; in [5] the theory is extended to other propositional connec-
tives. In [5] the expression "!-valuations'' is used. 
In [2] BETH treats the close connection between !-valuations and his 
method of semantic tableaux. (An exposition of the method of semantic 
tableaux for intuitionistic logic can be found in [1], p. 449-451). 
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On the other side, theorem 1.8 shows the narrow relation existing 
between finite partially ordered sets and finite pseudo-Boolean algebras. 
The finite pseudo-Boolean algebras are used for another approach to the 
semantics of IPC (see [7], especially IX, 3.1); now it turns out to be 
essentially equivalent to BETH's approach. 
In the preceding sections various correspondences of algebraic notions 
for sets of !-functions and finite pseudo-Boolean algebras were proved; 
these correspondences may prove useful in investigations concerning IPC. 
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